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Legal 
The Gargoyles RPG is an extremely compact RPG system based around the core concepts 

of the Disney animated series GARGOYLES and related toys, media, and merchandise. It 

is not in any way intended as a challenge of copyright to the creators, publishers, or 

anyone else who has a vested interest in the success and profitability of the Gargoyles 

intellectual property. It exists because I had a thought about it and couldn’t stop thinking 

about it. It isn’t terribly original or special. 

That being said, it is the creation of  

Jeremiah L. Schwennen and Nightcandle Imaginations, © 2020 

Reproduce and distribute as you wish, provided this disclaimer is included in all copies. 

Credit where credit is due, after all.  

 

  



Introduction 

The Gargoyles RPG (GRPG) is a traditional table-top role-playing interpretation of 
the classic 1990s animated series of the same name. The game allows players to 
take the role of Goliath and his heroic allies. Stone by day but warrior by night, 
these gargoyles will stop at nothing to defend their domain and thwart the 
machinations of such deadly foes as Xanatos and Demona. 

Characters in the game are most often gargoyles, creatures with incredible strength 
and resilience, mighty wings with which they can glide through the sky, and a 
righteous fury that enables them to overcome fierce odds. But gargoyles possess a 
critical vulnerability—they are only awake and alive at night. While the sun is in 
the sky, they are frozen in stone. It is for this reason that they often seek out human 
allies such as the fearless New York City police detective Elisa Maza to protect 
them during the day. GRPG is a game about stories of noble heroism versus selfish 
evil, and it unfolds following the exciting and intricate storytelling techniques with 
which the original cartoon redefined animation in America. 

The game uses a variety of dice and a standard deck of playing cards to help resolve 
conflicts. A single deck of cards (including the jokers) and a few four-, six-, eight-, 
ten-, and twelve-sided dice will be necessary to play the game. 

Aside from these dice and cards, all that is required to play is some paper, a few 
pencils, and an imagination that is willing to take up your role as a defender of the 
night! 

Whether you are playing as an existing member of Goliath’s Manhattan Clan or 
building your very own gargoyle character, what happens next in the saga of the 
gargoyles is in your claws. 

Like other traditional role-playing games, GRPG requires that one player step up 
to the responsibility of running the game—a position we refer to as the Narrator. 
While the players need know only the basics of the game, it is the responsibility of 
the Narrator to know it all, for they will craft adventures, populate them with 
dangers, difficulties, and dastardly foes, and be responsible for shepherding the 
enjoyment of the entire group. It is a heavy responsibility, but a worthy one. 
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Game Concepts 

GRPG uses very simplified rules, boiling almost all tasks down to the roll of a single 

handful of four dice. After these dice are rolled, two dice will be selected by the 

player—one to determine whether the task was successful and one to determine 

how effective the task was. Part of the challenge of the game is in making good 

decisions about which die to use as the Success Die and which die to use as the 

Effect Die. 

When it is time to attempt a task that carries the possibility of failure, whether that 

task is climbing up the side of a building, scaring off a malicious Child of Oberon 

threatening a village, or accessing an advanced computer system, a player first 

determines which four dice they will be rolling. Each character has four sets of 

attributes, called Building Blocks, that will be used to answer that question. Each 

character’s Building Blocks represent areas of ability and skill for the character. Any 

task starts with a die from one of the Core Blocks (Physical, Mental, or Social) and 

will then add one additional die from each of the Supplemental Blocks (Skills, 

Abilities, and Gear). In the end, no matter what, the player will have four dice in 

their hand.  

Unlike in other games, the dice that are then rolled are not added together. Instead, 

the player will look at the four results and make two choices: 

• Which will be the Success Die?  

o It is usually best to choose the die that rolls the highest as the 

Success Die, as this is the number that will be compared to the 

Difficulty of the task to see if you were successful. 

• Which will be the Effect Die? 

o It is usually best to choose the die with the most sides as your 

Effect Die, as this will determine how hard you hit your foe, how 

fast you climbed the building, or how persuasive your argument 

was.  



• What if my die with the most sides is also my die with the highest number 

rolled? 

o This is where the real challenge of the game comes into play. You 

must make a choice in that instance whether that die serves you 

best in making you more likely to be successful or whether you 

can risk using a lower number as your Success Die in order to save 

the bigger die for the Effect Die. It’s a gamble, or a Gambit… 

especially since you don’t know the difficulty before you roll the 

dice. 

Once the Success Die and Effect Die have been determined, the Narrator reveals 

whether the task was a success or not. In the Gambit System at the heart of GRPG, 

a deck of playing cards determines the difficulty. You’ll learn more about how that 

works in the Action Mechanics chapter, but it adds a certain element of danger 

and risk to every task! 

Everything you need to know about your character is contained on a special 

character sheet that we call a Bio. The Bio dictates the type of die rolled for each 

of the Core Building Blocks and the various Supplemental Building Blocks. The Bio 

will also outline a character’s Polish—any unique positive traits—and their 

Weather—any unique negative traits. As they progress on their mission to defend 

their castle—whatever that might be—they will frequently come across 

opportunities to learn valuable lessons about the complexities of this modern, 

human-centric world or to gain new skills, gear, or—rarely—abilities. These 

advancements will slowly change the information on the Bio and better position 

the character to thrive as a defender of the night. 
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History 

In this section we will explore the history of the gargoyles as depicted in the 

animated series. While only some of the rich tapestry of the universe can be 

explored here, the depth of the story provides players and the Narrator with a few 

possible entry points for playing your own stories of the gargoyles. Throughout the 

section will be a number of Decision Points describing the things to consider when 

determining whether you want to play during this point in time. These 

considerations often factor in differently based on whether you plan to play the 

game as canonical gargoyles from the series or whether you intend to create your 

own characters. 

Act One: Awakening 

A little more than one thousand years ago, superstition and the sword ruled. It was 

a time of darkness. It was a world of fear. It was the age… of gargoyles. 

At Castle Wyvern in Scotland, Goliath led a small but mighty clan in the defense 

of Princess Katharine, her court, and her subjects. Each day they rested in their 

stone sleep as statuary monsters perched atop the battlements of the castle, but 

each night they woke with a mighty roar, shedding their stone skin and refreshed—

ready to battle the forces of Hakon and his Viking clan that sought too often to 

loot the castle. 

Decision Point 1 

Is this where your adventures in the saga of the gargoyles begin? Still in 994 (or 

another historical period)? This is perhaps the most challenging era to play the 

game as written, for much of the game’s mechanics assume the mix of technology 

and sorcery that make for variety in the gargoyles’ foes. 

Existing Characters: the Wyvern Clan would be available, though at this point only 

Goliath holds a name and most of the other characters other than Unnamed-

Hudson and Unnamed-Demona have relatively undeveloped, one-note 

personalities because of their youth. 
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New Characters: Any new character could simply be explained as a Wyvern Clan 

gargoyle or even a visitor from adjoining unnamed Scotland-based clans, of which 

we know there was at least one other. 

When a fiendish betrayal resulted in the destruction of all but a handful of the 

gargoyles of Goliath’s clan—including the apparent death of his mate—he and the 

other five survivors of the Wyvern Massacre were placed in a powerful enchantment 

by the advisor to the Princess, the Magus. They were trapped in their stone sleep 

until “the castle rose above the clouds,” and thus did everyone believe that the 

story of Goliath and his clan came to an end. 

A millennium later, in 1994, billionaire industrialist David Xanatos purchased the 

abandoned remains of Castle Wyvern, including the six gargoyle statues upon its 

towers. At tremendous expense, Xanatos moved the castle across the sea and 

rebuilt it atop his Manhattan skyscraper, the Eyrie Building. This act broke the 

enchantment and the gargoyles awoke to find themselves in the modern world and 

on a different continent. 

Through a series of treacherous machinations by the seemingly-friendly Xanatos, 

Goliath and his tiny clan were thrust into the corporate intrigues of fueds between 

Xanatos Industries and rival Cyberbiotics, which in turn resulted in their discovery 

by Elisa Maza, a quick-witted police detective. With Elisa as an ally, the gargoyles 

began to learn to navigate the wonders of the modern world, keeping their 

existence secret from the humans while working to defend the castle, for that is the 

driving instinct of all gargoyles. 

When Goliath’s thought-dead mate, now named Demona, appeared as an ally to 

Xanatos, Goliath’s affections and surprise at her survival led him to further enmesh 

the clan in Xanatos’ schemes. When a moment of clarity brought Goliath to his 

senses, Demona revealed herself to be an enemy, made bitter over the destruction 

of the clan by their human allies back in 994. 

Thanks to the ingenuity of Elisa and the teamwork of Goliath and his newly named 

clanmates Hudson, Brooklyn, Broadway, Lexington, and Bronx, Demona was driven 



off and Xanatos convicted of crimes that sent him to prison. This left the gargoyles 

in possession of the castle once more, and they resolved to keep it safe as they 

always had, even if the castle was now in the center of a world they so little 

understood. 

Decision Point 2 

Is this where your adventures in the saga of the gargoyles begin? Xanatos and 

Demona defeated, with the whole of the world undiscovered and so many 

mysteries yet unrevealed? 

Existing Characters: the Manhattan Clan would be available though knowledgeable 

players would have to unlearn much of the lore of the world in order to play them 

effectively. 

New Characters: Any new character could simply be explained as a Wyvern Clan 

gargoyle who also survived the massacre and was trapped in the Magus’ spell of 

sleep. 

Act 2: Re-Awakening 

For a time, while Xanatos was imprisoned, the gargoyles began to learn more about 

the modern world with Elisa’s help. They also ran afoul of many new threats that 

often stemmed from Xanatos’ long reach. Ranging from the skilled mercenary team 

The Pack to a mysterious and knowledgeable hunter named MacBeth and the 

return of Demona, the gargoyles narrowly survive numerous dangers. 

But there are ordinary problems that threaten them just as much as technological 

and supernatural foes. Crime-lord Anthony Dracon plagues the streets and 

manages to steal dozens of experimental energy weapons right out from under 

Xanatos’ right-hand man, Owen Burnett’s, nose. Criminals of all types became more 

dangerous, and the city of Manhattan was in new and constant danger. 

Upon his release from prison, Xanatos continued to orchestrate schemes to gain 

the advantage over his enemies—including Goliath—while the gargoyles remained 

in the castle atop his building. Xanatos’ partnership with the fiendish geneticist 
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Anton Sevarius transformed Elisa’s brother Derek, and a few others, into genetically 

engineered mutates equal in power to the gargoyles, and an alliance with Demona 

created the cyborg Coldstone from the remains of three other Wyvern Clan 

gargoyles. 

In spite of all of this, the clan continued to grow stronger, wiser, and more like a 

family. Eventually Elisa convinced Goliath that the clan had no choice but to leave 

the castle—fighting their very nature—and seek refuge in a place safe from 

Xanatos’ constant manipulations. Moving in secret, she positioned the gargoyles in 

their new home in the clock tower above her police station, and Goliath and the 

clan embrace their new mission. No longer are they responsible solely for 

protecting the castle, but instead they will defend their new home… the entire 

island of Manhattan. 

Decision Point 3 

Is this where your adventures in the saga of the gargoyles begin? Numerous 

enemies abound, but the mission of the clan has now broadened to encompass 

more excitement, more danger, and new stories? 

Existing Characters: At the end of Season 1, the Manhattan Clan is firmly 

established in their personalities and relationships. Each would be rewarding and 

enjoyable to play, though no other clans have yet been encountered. 

New Characters: Introducing new characters from the Wyvern Clan at the end of 

Season 1 could be accomplished as a side effect of Xanatos and Demona’s efforts 

to build Coldstone—perhaps they found other gargoyles mostly intact they were 

able to revive without the cybernetic enhancements? At this moment in time, there 

is no story-logic way to introduce gargoyles originating from any clan other than 

Wyvern. 

 

UNFINISHED: THRU CITY OF STONE, THRU AVALON, THRU GATHERING, THRU 

HUNTER’S MOON, THRU CLAN-BUILDING 



No matter which Decision Point you use to launch your adventures in the 

Gargoyles universe, GRPG gives you the chance to play as the heroes of the series 

or to create your very own heroes. As you read on to the next chapter, you will 

learn how to craft your very own gargoyles! 
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Creating Characters 

When it comes time to play a game of GRPG, players have two options—they can 
play an existing character from the Gargoyles universe or they can build a character 
of their own. While some greatly enjoy one style of play over the other, the truth 
is that the two are easily interchangeable in this rules-set, as long as the players 
and Narrator can work together to make the characters make sense within the story 
of the game. 

Every player character in GRPG has one thing in common: they are gargoyles. Yes, 
this means that you will not be playing as Elisa, Matt, or any of the other awesome 
humans in the series. The core concept of gargoyles—stone by day, warriors by 
night—means that mixing player characters who do and do not turn to stone can 
be a real pain to juggle in a fair and interesting way. But if you insist, we’ve stashed 
a little sidebar at the end of this chapter to help you out. 

Characters are built (whether they are canonical characters or new creations) by 
making a fixed number of selections in each of a number of categories and 
recording them on a Bio (what other games would call a character sheet). There 
are five stages in this process: 

1. Choose a Clan 
2. Raise Your Building Blocks 
3. Determine Polish 
4. Decide Weather 
5. Identify Relationships 

Choose a Clan 

There are 5 known gargoyle clans as of 1997, the last point in the canonical 
timeline. If bridging the gap between 1997 and the modern day, players and 
Narrators should work to connect clans in logical ways to the existing setting 
material. In the descriptions below, two of the clans, Avalon and Manhattan, have 
been combined under the common Wyvern Clan since they are biologically 
identical. 

Under each clan description is a listing that tells you what stylistic choices need to 
be made to help describe what your gargoyle looks like, what their starting dice 
types are in each Building Block category, and what bonuses or penalties gargoyles 
of that clan must account for when making characters. If an entry tells you to add 
+1 to a die, you increase the size of that die (from D6 to D8, for instance), while 



a -1 to a die means you would increase the size of that die (from a D6 to a D4, 
for instance). Dice can never be increased beyond a D12 or decreased below a D4, 
though some Building Blocks may start at a 0, which is a single step below a D4 
for our purposes. 

Wyvern Clan (includes Manhattan and Avalon Clans) 

Originating in Scotland, the Wyvern Clan and its Manhattan and Avalon offshoots 
are made up primarily of humanoid gargoyles with small or non-existent horns, 
long tails, and several wing configurations. They tend to be small, close-knit clans 
with minimal interactions with humans, though each has been known to grow quite 
close to specific humans. 

When creating a Wyvern Clan gargoyle choose a skin color and horn configuration, 
then choose whether you have a humanoid head (like Goliath) or a beak-like 
bestial head (like Brooklyn) and whether your wings are cloak-style (like Hudson) 
or under-arm flaps (like Lexington). 

Wyvern Clan Core Base: 
D8 

Skill Base:  
D6 

Ability Base: 
D6 

Gear Base: 
D4 

Humanoid with 
Cloak Wings 

+1 Core/Strength, +1 Core/Choice, -1 Ability/Choice 

Humanoid with  
Flap Wings 

+1 Core/Agility, +1 Skill/Choice, -1 Core/Strength 

Bestial with 
Cloak Wings 

+1 Core/Will, +1 Ability/Choice, -1 Skill/Choice 

Bestial with Flap 
Wings 

+1 Core/Agility, +1 Skill/Choice, -1 Core/Toughness 

 

London Clan 

The London Clan is made up primarily of humanoid gargoyles with softer hides 
and heads reminiscent of natural and mythical creatures. They have tails though 
some are quite small or slender, and all have cloak-like wings that are feathered. 
They are a large-sized clan who split time between a sprawling ancestral estate and 
shopfronts in urban areas that give them frequent interactions with humans. 

When creating a London Clan gargoyle, choose the animal that your head most 
resembles and a skin color and texture that matches this animal. 

London Clan Core Base: 
D8 

Skill Base:  
D6 

Ability Base: 
D6 

Gear Base: 
D4 

All -1 Core/Toughness, +1 Core/Choice, +1 Ability/Choice 
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Ishimura Clan 

The Ishimura Clan is made up primarily of humanoid gargoyles with extra-long 
tails, elaborate horns, and frequent variation in their number of fingers, toes, and 
wing digits. All have a cloak wing configuration. They are a medium-sized clan who 
embrace the way of Bushido and live in harmony with numerous humans who seek 
them out to learn this traditional way of the warrior. 

When creating an Ishimura Clan gargoyle, choose a skin color and a horn design. 

Ishimura Clan Core Base: 
D8 

Skill Base:  
D6 

Ability Base: 
D6 

Gear Base: 
D4 

All +1 Core/Agility, +1 Skill/Melee, -1 Skill/Choice 
 

Mayan Clan 

The Mayan Clan is made up primarily of humanoid gargoyles with brightly colored 
skin, cloak-like wings, and a pronounced crest on the head behind the brow or 
horns. Some have a serpentine lower body rather than traditional legs. They are a 
small clan who only take names when granted office as a pendant bearer and draw 
their names from the stone from which their pendants are made. Player characters 
of the Mayan Clan are assumed to not be pendant bearers, as the Mayan Clan 
dislikes allowing the pendants to travel too far from Guatemala. 

When creating a Mayan Clan gargoyle, choose a skin color and a horn or crest 
design, then choose whether you are humanoid (like Obsidiana) or reptilian (like 
Zafiro). 

Mayan Clan Core Base: 
D8 

Skill Base:  
D6 

Ability Base: 
D6 

Gear Base: 
D4 

Humanoid +1 Core/Toughness, +1 Ability/Choice, -1 Skill/Choice 
Reptilian +1 Core/Strength, +1 Core/Will, -1 Core/Agility 

 

Raise Your Building Blocks 

You have 10 points to spend on your character’s Building Blocks at this stage of 
character creation. Each of your Building Block categories should already have a 
die type that was dictated by your Clan, and some of the specific Building Blocks 
have already had their die increased or decreased because of your Clan bonuses 



and penalty. It costs one point to increase a die type by one. Points that are not 
spent at this stage can be spent in the next stage, so it may be a good idea to hold 
back one or two! 

Below is a complete list of Building Blocks. Additional details on what each of them 
means can be found in the Building Blocks chapter. 

Building Blocks 
Category: Core Category: Skill Category: Ability Category: Gear 

Strength Mental  Talent  None 
Toughness Social Aerobatics Weapon* 

Reason Physical Tail Whip Armor* 
Agility Martial Wisdom Tool* 
Will Artistic Fury* Vehicle* 

Persona Technical Flashback* Sorcery* 
 

Building Blocks in italics cannot have points spent on them—they must remain at 
the base die type indicated by your Clan. 

Building Blocks with an * after them do not receive the die type from your Clan 
and have special rules that dictate how points can be spent on them, as outlined 
in the chart below. 

Special Building Blocks 
Fury All gargoyles have a Fury of D10. You may increase your Fury to 

D12 by taking a fourth Weathering. 
Flashback Flashback is equal to your Enemy Die (see Identify Relationships). 
Weapon 

Each of these starts at 0 and can be left at 0. If you choose to 
have a Weapon, Armor, Tool, or Vehicle that your character makes 
regular use of, the minimum Die for it is D6 (which costs 2 points). 

Armor 
Tool 

Vehicle 
Sorcery This starts at 0 and can be left at 0. Each increase of die type for 

Sorcery costs 2 points (2 points for a D4, 4 points for a D6, etc.). 
 

Determine Polish 

There are six special characteristics called Polishes that are now applied to your 
Bio. These numbers are calculated based on your Building Blocks and other 
considerations, and at the end of this stage you will be able to spend any leftover 
points from the previous stage to make further adjustments. 
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When performing calculations, use the value of the indicated die type. For example: 
If the Building Block called for in the table is your Strength, which is a D10, you 
would use a 10 as the number for that calculation. 

Calculating Polishes 
Polish Calculation Adjustments 

Physical Defense Average Core/Agility 
and Skill/Physical 

-1 if Mayan Clan 
+1 if Ishimura Clan 

Physical Resist Average Core/Strength 
and Skill/Martial 

-1 if London Clan 
+1 if Avalon Clan 

Aerial Defense Average Core/Agility 
and Ability/Aerobatics 

-1 if Ishimura Clan 
+1 if Manhattan Clan 

Mental Resist Average Core/Reason 
and Skill/Mental 

-1 if Manhattan Clan 
+1 if Mayan Clan 

Social Resist Average Core/Persona 
and Skill/Social 

-1 if Avalon Clan 
+1 if London Clan 

Stamina Add Core/Toughness 
and Core/Will 

+ Gear/Armor (but only 
while worn) 

 

If you have points left over from choosing your Building Blocks, you can spend 
them during this stage for the following effects: 

• For one point, you can increase your Stamina by one.  
• For one point, you can choose to raise both Defenses by one. 
• For two points, you can choose to raise all three Resists by one. 

Decide Weather 

Weather is the name GRPG uses for flaws or weaknesses that a character might 
possess. Weatherings are single adjectives that describe a negative trait. A list of 
possible weatherings appears in the Polish and Weather chapter. Consult that list 
and then record three of these adjectives on your Bio. 

Optionally, you can choose to take a fourth weathering to increase your 
Ability/Fury die to a D12. 

Identify Relationships 

The last step in character creation is to identify an Ally and an Enemy. These 
relationships are recorded on the Bio, but it is important to remember that these 



relationships may change as the game progresses and events unfold. Next to the 
name of your Ally and your Enemy on the Bio, you will see a Die box. You will 
write a D6 next to one of them and a D8 next to the other. You will decide which 
does in which spot. 

Having a higher die in Ally means that when your Ally is helping you, they will be 
providing more help. Having a higher die in Enemy means that when you are facing 
your Enemy, they will be a fiercer foe.  

The main reason to choose to put the D8 in Enemy is that it raises your 
Ability/Flashback die and that your bonus experience from defeating that Enemy 
is a little higher. That being said, having a D8 in Ally means that your Ally is more 
reliable and can have a bigger impact on the Tasks with which they are assisting, 
so the choice is really up to you! 

It is possible for more than one character to have the same Ally or Enemy. It is best 
if an entire clan of player characters are not all using the same Ally or Enemy, but 
nothing in the rules prevents this from happening. 

Finishing Touches 

At this time, you should have filled in all of the important parts of your Bio. If 
anything is still missing (such as a name, skin color, or things like that), go ahead 
and take care of that now. 

If you made the decision to buy dice in Weapon, Armor, Tool, or Vehicle, be sure 
to explain what those are in the Gear box of the sheet. 

Other than that, you are ready to begin your duty as a defender of the night! 
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Building Blocks 

Every significant character, whether a hero or a villain, has 24 Building Blocks that 
make up their Bio. 

Core Blocks 

The Core Building Blocks are a set of six attributes that every character, no matter 
their type (gargoyle, human, mutate, etc.) possesses. They form the foundation of 
the set of four dice that are rolled in each task, and every character has all six of 
these Building Blocks at a value somewhere between D4 and D12. 

STRENGTH is a measure of raw physical power. It is used for tasks like lifting, 
throwing, punching, slamming, tearing, crushing, shoving, tugging, and more.  

TOUGHNESS is a descriptor of how sturdy and resilient a character is. It is 
used for tasks like surviving in dangerous environments, holding your breath, 
shaking off stun attacks, and more. 

REASON is a way of showing how intelligent and logical a character is. It is 
used for tasks like solving problems, searching for clues, understanding 
riddles, translating spells, and more. 

AGILITY is a measure of how coordinated, flexible, and dexterous a character 
is. It is used for tasks like picking locks, moving quietly, dodging traps, and 
more.  

WILL is a descriptor of how courageous and stubborn a character is. It is used 
for tasks like overcoming fear, ignoring pain and distractions, and facing down 
magical threats, and more. 

PERSONA is a way of showing how charismatic, personable, and 
compassionate a character is. It is used for tasks like making friends, detecting 
falsehoods, telling convincing lies, and more. 

As a general rule, the average human has a D6 in each of these Building Blocks, 
while the average gargoyle has a D8. Of course, GRPG is a game about characters 
who are often more impressive than average! 

  



Skill Blocks 

The Skill Building Blocks are a set of six skills that every character possesses. They 
form the second set of foundations of the four dice that are rolled in each task, 
and every character has all six of these Building Blocks at a value somewhere 
between D4 and D12. 

Mental is a measure of how much your character has practiced at various 
skills involving knowledge. It is used for tasks related to science, law, literacy, 
spellcraft, and more.  

Social is a descriptor of how much your character has practiced at various 
skills involving interpersonal relationships. It is used for tasks related to 
deception, negotiation, diplomacy, bartering, and more. 

Physical is a way of showing how practiced your character is in various skills 
involving athleticism and endurance. It is used for tasks related to running, 
climbing, flying, sneaking, and more.  

Martial is a measure of how much your character has practiced at various 
skills involving combat. It is used for tasks related to brawling, melee combat, 
firing projectile weapons, military strategy, and more.  

Artistic is a descriptor of how much your character has practiced at various 
skills involving creativity. It is used for tasks related to painting, writing, 
singing, playing instruments, and more. 

Technical is a way of showing how practiced your character is in various skills 
involving technology and computers. It is used for tasks related to inventing, 
repairing, piloting, hacking, and more. 

As a general rule, the average human has a D4 in each of these Building Blocks, 
with occasional D6s or even an area of specialty at a D8. As is the case with Core 
Building Blocks, gargoyles tend to be one step higher than humans in Skill Building 
Blocks. 
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Ability Blocks 

The Ability Building Blocks are a set of six abilities that every gargoyle character 
possesses. Unlike Core and Skill Blocks, these Abilities are common to all gargoyles, 
but other types of characters would have different Abilities making up their list of 
six. The only Ability all types of character have in common is Talent, which serves 
as the third die rolled in any task that doesn’t directly relate to one of the other 
Abilities. Every character has all six of their Ability Building Blocks at a value 
somewhere between D4 and D12.  

Talent is a measure of the general well-roundedness of your character. It is 
used for any task that does not directly relate to one of the other five Ability 
Blocks.  

Aerobatics is a descriptor of how capable your character is when flying or 
gliding. It is used for any task undertaken while in the air. 

Tail Whip is a way of showing how capable your character is in using their tail 
as a weapon or tool. It is used for any task involving the tail.  

Wisdom is a measure of how wise and experienced your character is in the 
ways of the world. It is used for any task where past experience could be an 
asset, particularly when tasks are related to knowledge.  

Fury is a descriptor of the potency of the mighty surge of adrenaline that an 
enraged gargoyle can access. Uses of the Fury die are always accompanied by 
a roar and an illumination of the gargoyle’s eyes (white for males, red for 
females). Fury can be used for any task undertaken while a gargoyle is enraged, 
but it comes at a heavy price as its use can wear a gargoyle out to the point 
of exhaustion. 

Flashback is a way of showing how a specific previous encounter with an 
Enemy can lend insight or advantage to your character. It is used for tasks 
when such insights or advantages could lend aid against the schemes of your 
foe. 

Different types of characters would have different Abilities, as described in the 
Adversaries chapter. Additional information about Fury, Flashback, and Aerobatics 
specifically can be found in the Action Mechanics chapter. 

  



Gear Blocks 

The Gear Building Blocks are a set of six abilities that every character possesses, 
similar to the Core and Skill Blocks. Unlike Building Blocks in other categories, 
several—maybe even the majority—of a character’s Gear Building Blocks may be 
set at a 0. The only Gear Block that is guaranteed to have a rating is None, which 
serves as the fourth die rolled in any task that doesn’t directly benefit from the use 
of another Gear Block. Every character has all six of their Gear Building Blocks at 
a value somewhere between 0 and D12.  

None is used for any task that does not directly benefit from a piece of gear 
that your character possesses. It is by far the most commonly rolled of the 
Gear Blocks.  

Weapon is used for tasks that benefit from the use of a weapon that your 
character is wielding. The rating of this Block represents the general power of 
the weapon in question. 

Armor is used for tasks that benefit from the use of armor that your character 
is wearing. The rating of this Block represents the general effectiveness of the 
armor in question. Armor is also added to your character’s Stamina while it is 
being worn. 

Tool is used for tasks that benefit from the use of a tool that your character 
currently possesses. The rating of this Block represents the general utility of 
the tool in question. 

Vehicle is used for tasks that directly relate to or benefit from the use of a 
vehicle that your character is currently operating. The rating of this Block 
represents the general capabilities of the vehicle in question. 

Sorcery is used for tasks that benefit from the incantation of a magical spell 
that your character has either studied or is channeling through an artifact of 
arcane power.  

Additional information about all Gear Blocks, especially Vehicle and Sorcery, can 
be found in the Action Mechanics chapter. 
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Polish and Weather 

Every character in GRPG has a collection of specialized traits called Polishes and 
descriptive drawbacks called Weatherings. 

Polishes are fixed numbers, rather than types of dice, and are used as the difficulty 
for various actions made by enemies that target a character. 

Weatherings are adjectives that describe physical, mental, or social weaknesses or 
negative characteristics. They encapsulate the kinds of mistakes that a character 
often makes or the types of stories in which they most often get the chance to 
grow, and they represent an opportunity for the Narrator to make life more difficult 
for your character. 

Polishes 

The six polishes that make up every character are described below. Each has a 
numerical value that, for the first five, ranges from 1 to 13. For the sixth Polish, 
Stamina, the range of possible numbers runs from 8 to 36. 

Physical Defense is the average of the Agility Core Block and the Physical Skill 
Block. It is used as the difficulty for any task that targets a character’s physical 
body. If the Success Die for such a task, like an attack, does not meet or 
exceed the Physical Defense, the task is considered a failure. 

Aerial Defense is the average of the Agility Core Block and the Aerobatics 
Ability Block. It is used as the difficulty for any task that targets a character’s 
physical body while flying. If the Success Die for such a task, like an attack, 
does not meet or exceed the Physical Defense, the task is considered a failure. 
Note that for characters that do not have an Aerobatics Ability Block (such 
as humans) their Aerial Defense is equal to half of their Agility Core Block. 

Physical Resist is the average of the Strength Core Block and the Martial Skill 
Block. It is used to reduce the effectiveness of successful tasks that target a 
character’s physical body. Physical Resist is subtracted from the size of the 
Effect Die before its effects are applied. 

Mental Resist is the average of the Reason Core Block and the Mental Skill 
Block. It is used to reduce the effectiveness of successful tasks that target a 
character’s mind. Mental Resist is subtracted from the size of the Effect Die 
before its effects are applied. 



Social Resist is the average of the Persona Core Block and the Social Skill 
Block. It is used to reduce the effectiveness of successful tasks that target a 
character socially. Social Resist is subtracted from the size of the Effect Die 
before its effects are applied. 

Stamina is the sum of the Toughness Core Block and the Will Core Block (and 
occasionally the Armor Gear Block). Stamina represents the total amount of 
punishment that a character’s body and mind can take before they fall 
unconscious. Stamina is a number that is reduced over time by injury and 
fatigue, and if it is ever reduced to zero, the character is unconscious. In the 
case of gargoyles, this unconsciousness may even last until stone sleep can 
restore them to full Stamina at the next sunset. 

Weatherings 

The typical character has three Weatherings to help describe their vulnerabilities, 
weaknesses, and such. Some characters make a choice to take on a fourth 
Weathering as a trade-off to gain a more potent Fury Ability Block—but four is the 
most Weather a character should ever have. 

The following list of just over a hundred negative characteristics represents only a 
small range of possible Weatherings. Any adjective that describes an unfavorable 
trait can serve in this way. Many such words might be seen as double-edged—
idealistic, for example, can be both positive and negative, depending on the 
circumstances. That makes for a great Weathering! 

During game play, Weatherings should serve as role-playing guidance to players… 
but they also serve as targets for the Narrator, who can gain extra cards for his 
schemes when a hero’s Weather makes things more difficult for them. 

Possible Weatherings 

ABRASIVE 
ADDICTIVE 

ANTISOCIAL 
APATHETIC 
CALLOUS 

CATTY 
CHILDISH 
COCKY 

COMPULSIVE 
CONTROLLING 

COWARDLY 
CRUEL 

CYNICAL 
DEFENSIVE 

DEVIOUS 
DISHONEST 
DISLOYAL 

DISORGANIZED 
DISRESPECTFUL 

EVASIVE 
EXTRAVAGANT 

FANATICAL 
FLAKY 

FOOLISH 
FORGETFUL 
FRIVOLOUS 

FUSSY 
GOSSIPY 

GREEDY 
GRUMPY 
GULLIBLE 
HAUGHTY 
HOSTILE 

HUMORLESS 
HYPOCRITICAL 

IGNORANT 
IMPATIENT 
IMPULSIVE 

INATTENTIVE 
INDECISIVE 
INFLEXIBLE 
INHIBITED 
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INSECURE 
IRRATIONAL 

IRRESPONSIBLE 
JEALOUS 

JUDGMENTAL 
KNOW-IT-ALL 

LAZY 
MACHO 

MANIPULATIVE 
MARTYR 

MATERIALISTIC 
MELODRAMATIC 
MISCHIEVOUS 

MORBID 
NAGGING 

NEEDY 
NERVOUS 

NOSY 
OBSESSIVE 

OVERSENSITIVE 

PARANOID 
PERFECTIONIST 

PESSIMISTIC 
POSSESSIVE 
PREJUDICED 

PRETENTIOUS 
PUSHY 

REBELLIOUS 
RECKLESS 

RESENTFUL 
ROWDY 

SCATTERBRAINED 
SELF-DESTRUCTIVE 
SELF-INDULGENT 

SELFISH 
SLEAZY 
SPOILED 
STINGY 

STUBBORN 
SUBSERVIENT 

SUPERSTITIOUS 
SUSPICIOUS 
TACTLESS 

TEMPERAMENTAL 
TIMID 

UNCOOPERATIVE 
UNCOUTH 
UNETHICAL 

UNGRATEFUL 
UNINTELLIGENT 

VAIN 
VERBOSE 

VINDICTIVE 
VIOLENT 
VOLATILE 

WEAK-WILLED 
WHINY 

WITHDRAWN 
WORKAHOLIC 
WORRYWART

 

 



Sample Characters 

Below you will find several sample heroic characters from the classic 

continuity, built using HATMOTURPG rules. For villains, you’ll have to wait 

until the Evil Warriors chapter, page 54. 

He-Man Genre Empowered Hero 

Risk Aspect Magic Resistance Frailty Identity Crisis 
Risk Aspect Weapon (Close) Vulnerability Magical Overload 

Physical 4 Mental 2 Social 2 
Martial 3 Mystic 2 Expert 2 

          
Mastery Statement Most Powerful Man in the Universe 

Mastery Aspect Transformation 
Mastery Aspect Domain Domination (Physical) 

Permanent Penalty Secret Identity 
 

Man-At-Arms Genre Inventor 

Risk Aspect Proficiency Frailty Disarm 
Risk Aspect Jury-Rig Vulnerability Overstress 

Physical 2 Mental 3 Social 2 
Martial 3 Mystic 1 Expert 4 

          
Mastery Statement Heroic Master of Weapons 

Mastery Aspect Invention 
Permanent Penalty Consuming Passion 
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Stratos Genre Archetypal Hero 

Risk Aspect Double-Down (Basic) Frailty Exhaustion 
Risk Aspect Grandstand Vulnerability Curse 

Physical 3 Mental 2 Social 4 
Martial 3 Mystic 2 Expert 1 

          
Mastery Statement Heroic Winged Warrior 

Mastery Aspect Out of the Blue 
Notes Flight 

 

Teela Genre Versatile Hero 

Risk Aspect Magic Resistance Frailty Identity Crisis 
Risk Aspect Proficiency Vulnerability Severe Wound 

Physical 3 Mental 2 Social 2 
Martial 3 Mystic 2 Expert 3 

          
Mastery Statement Heroic Warrior Goddess 

Mastery Aspect Triumphant Try 
Permanent Penalty Mysterious Destiny 

 

Man-E-Faces Genre Enchanted Hero 

Risk Aspect Grandstand Frailty Identity Crisis 
Risk Aspect Weapon (Ranged) Vulnerability Overstress 

Physical 2 Mental 2 Social 4 
Martial 2 Mystic 2 Expert 3 

          
Mastery Statement Heroic Human…Robot…Monster 

Mastery Aspect Domain Domination (Social) 
 



Action Mechanics 

GRPG is a game of action, excitement, and drama. The previous chapters have 
painted the details of how a character is created and assigned values for its various 
capabilities—but how do those qualities impact the action of the game? 

The Action Mechanics chapter highlights the various actions a gargoyle character 
can take, both in combat and outside of it—and presents flexible rules that should 
be applicable to almost any situation that the Narrator concocts. 

Terminology 

Before we investigate the rules, we need to make a few key pieces of terminology 
clear. 

TASK. Synonymous with action, a task is anything a character attempts to do 
that might result in failure. Once a task is declared, the Narrator will call for 
the Dice Pool to be assembled. 

DICE POOL. This is the name for the four dice that are assembled in your 
hand when it is time to determine if a task is successful or not. Dice Pools are 
always made up of one die from the Core Blocks, one from the Skill Blocks, 
one from the Ability Blocks, and one from the Gear Blocks.  

ROLL. This is what you do after gathering your Dice Pool. After the four dice 
have been rolled, you must choose which die to use as the Success Die and 
which to use as the Effect Die. 

SUCCESS DIE. The die identified as the Success Die has its rolled value 
compared to the difficulty of the task to see whether or not the task 
succeeded. Success is binary: you either succeed or you fail. 

EFFECT DIE. The die identified as the Effect Die uses its number of sides to 
determine how effective the task was if it succeeded. There is a risk when using 
low-rolling die as an Effect Die—see Gambit Check. 

FURY PUSH. Before rolling the Dice Pool, an angry gargoyle can decide to 
draw upon their Fury to improve their chances of an effective success. In order 
to do so, they play a card from their hand, face down, and switch out their 
Ability Block Die for their Fury Die. This results in the loss of the card. 

DIFFICULTY DRAW. Whenever a task does not directly target a character, the 
Narrator determines the difficulty number that the Success Die is compared 
to by drawing a number of cards from the deck equal to the challenge of the 
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task. The highest-value card drawn becomes the difficulty number against 
which the Success Die is compared. 

DEFENSE PUSH. Before an opponent rolls the Dice Pool on a task to attack 
your character, you can decide to forego your next action and instead play a 
card from your hand, face up, in front of you. The value of this card replaces 
your Physical and Aerial Defenses for the rest of the turn. 

GAMBIT CHECK. While the henchmen of villains can be easily dispatched by 
gargoyles using a low-rolling Effect Die with a large number of sides, villains 
and arch-villains are defended against this by the Gambit Check. A villain may 
discard a card of a value equal to or higher than the roll result of an Effect 
Die to treat the Effect Die as a D4. 

Start of Play 

At the beginning of a session of play, the Narrator should prepare the game by 
shuffling a standard deck of cards including the two jokers. Then five cards should 
be dealt to each player. Additionally, five cards should be dealt to the Narrator for 
use by the Archvillain of the episode. Additional Villains that may appear in the 
episode will draw their hands when needed, but the Archvillain should have their 
hand right at the beginning of play, just like the heroes. 

Take the remaining cards in the deck and place them within easy reach, as they 
will be needed for determining Difficulties throughout the game session. 

Once these cards have been dealt, the game is ready to begin.  

General Card Rules 

Whenever using cards in GRPG, keep the following 5 rules in mind: 

1. Face cards (King, Queen, Jack) count as 10s. 
2. Aces count as 1s. 
3. Jokers count as 12s and are removed from the game rather than being 

discarded after they are played. 
4. If the deck is ever empty, remove all of the face cards from the discard pile 

from the game then reshuffle the discard and use that as a new deck. 
5. Cards never return to hands in the middle of a session. Once a card is 

spent in a session, it will remain spent and the hand will remain depleted 
until the next session. 

Tasks 



Any time a character wishes to achieve success in an action where the outcome 
could possibly be in doubt, the dice are rolled. Every time the dice are called for, 
what is happening is called a Task. 

The player attempting the action gathers their dice pool of four dice by choosing 
the most relevant Building Block from each of the four categories on their Bio. 
Once the dice are gathered, and the decision of whether or not to engage in a Fury 
Push is made, the dice are rolled. One die, usually the one that rolled the highest, 
is declared the Success Die, and the remaining die with the largest number of sides 
is usually declared the Effect Die.  

The result of the Success Die is then either compared to a Difficulty Draw (see 
below) or to the Defense of an opposing character. If the Success Die equals or 
exceeds the Defense or Difficulty, the task is successful, and the Effect Die comes 
into play. If the Success Die does not meet or exceed the Difficulty or Defense, the 
task is a failure and that action is over. If the game is in an Action Scene, play 
proceeds to the next player in Sequence, and if the game is not in an Action Scene, 
then any other character might take the next action. 

If the task was Successful, the Effect Die will determine the degree of success (see 
below). In combat, this usually determines how much Stamina an opponent will 
lose, while in non-combat tasks, the Effect Die can determine how quickly a task is 
completed or how thoroughly it is accomplished. 

The Difficulty Draw 
When tasks are not directly targeting another character, the difficulty of these 
“Standard Tasks” is determined by the draw of a number of cards from the deck. 

The Challenge Chart to the right shows how 
many cards should be drawn based on how 
challenging the Narrator feels the action to be for 
the character. The Narrator draws the appropriate 
number of cards, reveals them all, and uses the 
card with the highest value as the difficulty 
number to which the Success Die is compared. At 
the end of the task, all of the cards drawn in the Difficulty Draw are then discarded.  

GRPG does not use difficulty modifiers that alter this number, but if an advantage 
or a disadvantage exists that the players or Narrator feel should apply to the action, 
one more or one fewer card can be drawn to account for this circumstance. 

Complication: Fury Push 
If a gargoyle is especially angry, they can draw upon a limited well of ferocious 
strength and determination that is one of the more terrifying abilities of their 

Challenge Chart 
Difficulty Descriptor 

1 Easy 
2 Average 
3 Hard 
4 Improbable 
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species. This extra power is represented by the Fury Ability Block and it is always 
a D10 or a D12. Choosing to use this die is called a Fury Push, and it requires that 
the player be able to justify why the character is enraged and it requires that the 
player still have at least one card in their hand. 

To use the Fury Die, place one card face-down before rolling for the Task you wish 
to Fury Push. Then replace the Ability Block Die in that Dice Pool with your Fury 
Die and roll as usual. In all likelihood, having an extra D10 or D12 in the pool 
greatly increases your chance of having a good Success Die, a great Effect Die, or 
both. 

After the dice are rolled—but before you decide on your Success and Effect Dice, 
you must flip over the card you played face-down in order to activate the Fury 
Push. Compare the card value to the Fury Die roll to see what happens next: 

• If the card’s value is higher than the number the Fury Die rolled, change 
the die result to match the card’s value, then discard the card. 

• If the card’s value is lower than the number the Fury Die rolled, add the 
card’s value to the Fury’s die’s roll, then discard the card. This means that 
with a good Fury Push, a single die could have a result as high as 22, which 
makes for an amazing Success Die! 

The Effect Interpretation 
Once it is known that the Task was successful, it is time to determine how 
successful it was. This is done on standard Tasks by comparing the type of the 
Effect Die to the Effect Chart, below. The Narrator has a great deal of latitude in 
interpreting this result, but the important thing to keep in mind is that the bigger 
the Effect Die type, the better the result. 

Effect Chart 
Effect 
Die  

Margin 
The task is… 

Speed 
The task takes… 

Degree 
The task’s result is… 

D4 
Partially successful Much longer than 

expected 
Of unreliable quality 

D6 Barely successful Longer than expected Of imperfect quality 

D8 
Successful The amount of time 

expected 
Of fine quality 

D10 
Accomplished with a 
little style 

Less time than 
expected 

Of exceptional quality 

D12 
Accomplished with 
great flare 

Much less time than 
expected 

Of flawless quality 

 



When a Task directly targets another character, the interpretation of the Effect Die 
works a little differently—see Harm under Action Scenes, below. 

Action Scenes 
Action Scenes—also called Combat—only differs from any other time that tasks 
are being undertaken in the sense that things happen with a greater feeling of 
urgency. When the action of a story escalates to a combat situation—or any other 
time that the pace of things accelerates to a point where every second counts—
the following rules for Sequence, Defense, and Harm take effect. 

Sequence 
Outside of combat, the order with which characters take actions is usually not very 
important and can be handled in any way the players and Narrator feel appropriate 
(such as simply taking turns clockwise around the room or table).  

During Action Scenes, characters perform their tasks in a Sequence based on the 
following rules: 

• The character with the largest Reason die type goes first, then the character 
with the next highest, and so on. 

• When two characters are tied, Heroes go before Archvillains who go before 
Villains who go before Henchmen. 

• Henchmen do not have Reason dice, and so instead draw a card from the 
deck. If the card drawn is a face card, they act on a D6, otherwise they act 
on a D4. 

• Once this Sequence is determined for an Action Scene it stays the same 
for each turn in the Action Scene except in the following situation: 

• Any character with a hand of cards can at any time play a card face-up in 
front of them to move themselves a number of spots closer to the top of 
the Sequence equal to the card’s value. That card is then discarded. 

Defenses 
In Action Scenes, characters often engage in tasks that directly target other 
characters. In these cases, instead of performing a Difficulty Draw, the Success Die 
is compared to a fixed value on the target’s Bio. In most situations this comparison 
is made to either the Physical Defense or, when the target is flying, the Aerial 
Defense.  

Since this value is predetermined, it can make it easier to decide how to assign the 
Success Die and Effect Die in combat—this is by design, as it can speed up that 
decision-making process. Of course, there are ways to still instill a bit of mystery 
into the process of attacking a character—that’s where the Defense Push comes in. 
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Complication: Defense Push 
Characters with a hand of cards have an option available when tasks target them 
that other characters without cards (such as henchmen or heroes who have spent 
all their cards) do not: a Defense Push. This option makes it harder for an opponent 
to successfully hit the character making the Defense Push but, like a Fury Push, 
discards the card that is used in the process. 

To make a Defense Push, a player (or Narrator) must place a card from their hand 
face-down in front of them before their opponent rolls their Dice Pool. After the 
Dice Pool is rolled and the Success Die determined, the player then reveals the 
Defense Push card and replaces their Physical and Aerial Defenses with its value. 
The card remains face-up in front of the player until the next time they play a card, 
at which point it is discarded and their Defenses return to the values written on 
their Bio.  

Resists and Harm 
In Action Scenes, the desired Effect of most Tasks is to harm (or at least 
incapacitate) the opponent. Because of this, the way that Effect Dice are interpreted 
changed in these sorts of Tasks. 

After a Task has been determined to be successful by overcoming the target’s 
Physical or Aerial Defense, the number of sides on the Effect Die is determined. 
This number is then reduced by the target’s appropriate Resist. A character has 
three different Resists, and while the Physical Resist is the most common one in 
combat, it may be that the Mental or Social pops up from time to time (see Other 
Opposed Tasks, below) 

After the appropriate Resist is subtracted from the Effect Die’s number of sides, the 
resulting number is subtracted from the target’s Stamina, wearing them down and, 
eventually, rendering them unconscious.  

Once a character reached zero Stamina, they have no choice but to remain 
unconscious until they can be revived. For gargoyles, sunrise and a full day of stone 
sleep will reset them to full Stamina at the next sunset. For others, the process is 
less efficient—Stamina points are regained at a rate of one per hour of sleep. 

A Note On Death 

GRPG is based on a Disney cartoon. Heroes and their Allies don’t die, though they 
can be out of action for a while (like with Elisa’s injuries in the episode Deadly 
Force). Archvillains and Villains may appear to die—often in a vast fall or a massive 
explosion—but they almost always find a way to survive. The Narrating chapter 
has more information about how exactly they do that, in fact. Henchmen don’t die 



because they are so easy to knock unconscious—which is again covered in the 
Narrating chapter. In short, death should not be a regular part of a game of GRPG 
and should only occur when absolutely necessary. 

Movement & Range 
The abstract combat system of GRPG has just three range categories that are used 
to describe how close any two characters are to one another: Close, Mid, and Far. 
Most characters without a projectile weapon of some kind are only able to do 
battle with targets that are at Close range to them, while those with projectile 
weapons can attack anyone at any range. A character on foot can move one range 
category closer to any other character on their turn and still perform a Task. A 
character who is flying can move two range categories in a turn and still perform a 
Task. 

More tactical movement on a hex map or grid is possible for those that desire such 
a thing: simply allow a character on foot to move half their Agility Die Type in 
hexes and a character in the air to move their full Agility Die Type in hexes. Assume 
characters are in Close range within 3 hexes of one another, Mid up to 10, and 
Far beyond 12 with a maximum range on projectile weapons of 20 hexes. If you 
want to get extra complex and account for height, use the same hex movement 
limits but apply hexes as both a unit of vertical and horizontal movement and save 
yourself the headache and pretend that swooping diagonals don’t exist. 

Flight 
Gargoyles—and many of their non-gargoyle foes—have the amazing benefit of 
being able to fly. While the main benefit of this ability is in how swiftly they can 
cover ground (as seen in the Movement and Range section, above), there are a few 
other things to keep in mind. 

While flying, gargoyles use their Aerial Defense instead of their Physical Defense. 
Additionally, they have access to their Aerobatics Talent Block while flying, making 
some of them much more canny combatants.  

However, gargoyle flight has its limits. Gargoyles glide rather than fly, which means 
a gargoyle cannot switch from being on the ground to being in flight without first 
climbing to a higher elevation from which to leap. This means that once a gargoyle 
touches ground in a fight, he is often grounded until the end of the fight. Only 
when he finds time to use a Task to climb up can he regain his aerial advantage. 

The main reason for a gargoyle to touch the ground if they start a battle in the air 
is from injury. If a gargoyle loses Stamina while in flight, they can roll with the blow, 
reducing the Stamina loss by their Aerobatics Die Type but being forced to land in 
the process. Additionally, if a gargoyle is in the air when their Stamina is reduced 
to a single-digit number, or to a zero, they also land immediately. Luckily the 
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combination of amazing instincts and their tail prevent gargoyles from taking falling 
damage when landing from flight. 

Non-gargoyle flyers—such as Steel Clan Robots or anyone with jet-assisted flight 
abilities, do not have the same limitation on taking off. These types of flyers may 
switch from grounded to aerial as their movement for a turn—they don’t get to 
change range categories on that turn, but they do get to take another action in 
addition to switching to being airborne. The other elements of flight listed above—
rolling with the blow and mandatory touch down at single-digit and zero 
Stamina—remain in effect. 

SPECIAL SITUATIONS: SPELL ACTIONS 
Any character from a Fantasy or Hybrid Genre can attempt the Spellcast 
Action. It is a difficult action to perform, and those without one of the two 
Aspects that assist with it (Rhyme Cast or Channel Cast) often find it more 
trouble than it is worth. 

When you choose to cast a spell, you start by describing the spell’s effect 
using the Spellcasting Table (see page 45). This will determine how many 
master strokes you need to accumulate in order to cast the spell. 

You then draw and roll the dice as normal. Unlike normal actions, 
however, not every stroke counts towards meeting or exceeding the 
Difficulty of the action. Only master strokes count, and the way that a stroke 
can be considered a master stroke depends on what type of action caused 
the dice to be rolled: 

Spellcasting Approaches 
Action Particulars What Counts as a Master Stroke 

Fantasy or Hybrid Genre character 
making a Basic Action to Spellcast 

If the roll generates at least five 
strokes, those five dice collectively 

count as one master stroke 
Fantasy or Hybrid Genre character 

making a Mastery Action to 
Spellcast 

As above, plus one master stroke 
for each stroke rolled on a Blue 

Die. 

Character making a Basic Action 
to Spellcast with an activated 

Rhyme Cast Aspect 

Every three strokes collectively 
counts as one master stroke. 



Character making a Mastery 
Action to Spellcast with an 

activated Rhyme Cast Aspect 

As above, plus one master stroke 
for each stroke rolled on a Blue 

Die. 

Character making a Basic Action 
to Spellcast with an activated 

Channel Cast Aspect 

Every stroke counts as a master 
stroke. 

Character making a Mastery 
Action to Spellcast with an 

activated Channel Cast Aspect 

As above, plus one master stroke 
for each stroke rolled on a Blue 

Die. 
  

It will often take more than one Spellcast Action to accumulate the 
necessary number of master strokes to cast the spell. Spellcasting (like 
Tinkering) is a special situation because a player is allowed to take the dice 
that counted towards master strokes and keep them out of the Dice Bag. 
They remain “locked” in the spellcasting process until the spell is completed 
or abandoned. 

If a player ends up locking all of their dice but still not successfully casting 
the spell, the attempt is a failure and all dice are then “unlocked” and 
ready to return to the Dice Bag at the start of the player’s next action. 
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Spellcasting Table 
Effect Title 
Description 

Master 
Strokes 

Damage 
Deal damage to a target as though you rolled X excess 

strokes 
X 

Distract* 
Reduce the Dice Pool of an enemy by X dice X + 1 

Transform 
Take on an alternate form, which grants up to X bonus 

Domain ratings and relevant natural abilities and lasts X turns 
X 

Deceive / Illusion* 
Gain X bonus dice to any Basic or Mastery Action using the 

Social Domain 
X 

Counterspell / Disrupt 
End a spell or enchantment cast by another spellcaster, 

where X equals the X of their spell 
X+1 

Enchant / Boost* 
Target character Collects X Blue Dice from Castle Grayskull 

(any that are left must be Returned when spell ends) 
X+1 

Curse* 
As transform, but turns a target into a less desirable form, 

lowering their total Dice Pools by X  
X+1 

Protect* 
Target character Collects X Blue Dice from Castle Grayskull. 

Each time that character would check to take Penalties, any 
Blue Dice in the check results in no effect (any that are left 

must be Returned when spell ends) 

X+2 

Teleport 
Travel anywhere else on Eternia 3 

Disable* 
Target villain can’t take actions, where X equals villain’s Arc-

modified Threshold  
X+2 

SUSTAINING SPELLS 

If a spell has a * after the Effect Title, it can be sustained. This means that 
the spell can be made to last longer than one turn. In order to do that, 
the spellcaster must make a Spellcast action on their turn and earn at 
least 1 master stroke. 

 



SPECIAL SITUATIONS: TINKER ACTIONS 
Any character from a Sci-Fi or Hybrid Genre can attempt the Tinker Action. 
It is a difficult action to perform, and those without one of the two Aspects 
that assist with it (Jury-Rig or Invention) often find it more trouble than it is 
worth. 

When you choose to tinker together an invention, you start by deciding the 
effects of the device you are making using the Tinkering Table (see page 
47). This will determine how many master strokes you need to accumulate 
in order to build the device. 

You then draw and roll the dice as normal. Unlike normal actions, 
however, not every stroke counts towards meeting or exceeding the 
Difficulty of the action. Only master strokes count, and the way that a stroke 
can be considered a master stroke depends on what type of action caused 
the dice to be rolled: 

Tinkering Approaches 
Action Particulars What Counts as a Master Stroke 

Sci-Fi or Hybrid Genre character 
making a Basic Action to Tinker 

If the roll generates at least five 
strokes, those five dice collectively 

count as one master stroke 

Sci-Fi or Hybrid Genre character 
making a Mastery Action to Tinker 

As above, plus one master stroke 
for each stroke rolled on a Blue 

Die. 

Character making a Basic Action 
to Tinker with an activated Jury-Rig 

Aspect 

Every three strokes collectively 
counts as one master stroke. 

Character making a Mastery 
Action to Tinker with an activated 

Jury-Rig Aspect 

As above, plus one master stroke 
for each stroke rolled on a Blue 

Die. 

Character making a Basic Action 
to Tinker with an activated 

Invention Aspect 

Every stroke counts as a master 
stroke. 

Character making a Mastery 
Action to Tinker with an activated 

Invention Aspect 

As above, plus one master stroke 
for each stroke rolled on a Blue 

Die. 
  

It will often take more than one Tinker Action to accumulate the necessary 
number of master strokes to build the device. Tinkering (like Spellcasting) 
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is a special situation because a player is allowed to take the dice that 
counted towards master strokes and keep them out of the Dice Bag. They 
remain “locked” in the tinkering process until the device is completed or 
abandoned. 

If a player ends up locking all of their dice but still not successfully building 
the device, the attempt is a failure and all dice are then “unlocked” and 
ready to return to the Dice Bag at the start of the player’s next action. 

Tinkering Table 
Effect Master Strokes 

Acts as “Double-Down” 2/4 
Acts as “Evasion” 2/4 

Acts as “Grandstand” 3/4 
Acts as “Magic Resistance” 2/5 

Acts as “Proficiency” 4/6 
Acts as “Refocus” 3/5 

Acts as “Second Wind” 2/4 
Acts as “Split Target” 2/4 

Acts as “Weapon (Ranged)” 2/3 
Acts as “Weapon (Close)” 1/2 

Performs a Solve Action with a Dice Pool of 12 4/7 
Stability Costs 

Devices built using the first Master Strokes cost last only one scene. Devices 
built using the second cost are more stable and will last for the remainder 
of the Arc. 

 

 

  



AFTER THE GAME: ADVANCEMENT 

At the conclusion of a successful Arc where the Evil Warriors are thwarted, 
each character is given their choice of the following Advancements. A 
character gains only such advancement each Arc, but they may take the 
same Advancements multiple times over the course of the ongoing saga 
of the Masters of the Universe. 

If a character wishes to take an Advancement that there is no room for on 
the Bio, such as wanting to take a sixth Moral, they must replace one of 
the items already on the sheet (in this case, another of the previously taken 
Morals). In this case, there would be no mechanical benefit to doing so, as 
the character has already earned that extra White Die, but the new Moral 
would now be influencing that player’s role-playing of the character. 

Advancement 
Add a Moral from the Arc that You Just Completed (and thus a Whte Die) 

Add a Risk Aspect (and thus a Black Die) 

Increase a Domain by 1 (maximum Rating of 4) 

Change Your Frailty 

Rewrite Your Mastery Statement (but you can’t change its basic theme) 

Change Your Vulnerability 

Add a Mastery Aspect (and thus a Blue Die) * 

Change Your Genre (and thus your Base Dice Bag) * 

* Taking one of these Advancements also requires taking on a Permanent 

Penalty (and thus a Red Die) 
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NARRATING 

To keep adventures on Eternia engaging, the heroes must deal with 
dangers and threats that pose a true challenge to He-Man and the Masters 
of the Universe. This chapter provides information on the world of Eternia, 
the structure of Arcs that serve to challenge the heroes, and some 
mechanics, including the rules for the two Lair Dice Bags and the ways that 
the rules work differently for villainous characters. 

ETERNIAN LANDMARKS 
Among the countless places on Eternia where adventure might strike, there 
are a few stand-out locations famous for their role in Skeletor’s evil 
schemes. 

CASTLE GRAYSKULL. Nearly impenetrable fortress protecting the secrets 
of the universe. 

THE ROYAL PALACE. Home of Eternia’s ruling family and the center of 
Eternian culture. 

SNAKE MOUNTAIN. Fortress of Skeletor and his Evil Warriors. 

WIDGET FORTRESS. Secluded strongold where the diminutive Widgets 
mine and secure the rare and magically powerful mineral, Corodite. 

ANCIENT TEMPLES. Scattered across the globe are many temples with 
ancient and mysterious magic. 

ISOLATED CASTLES. For hundreds of years, Eternia was rife with war 
between various would-be kings and nobles. Some of them still plot 
to take the throne, or the secrets of Grayskull, even now. 

SCIENTIFIC STATIONS. Hidden all around Eternia are laboratories and 
workshops doing cutting edge work that could change everything we 
know about the universe. 

KINGDOMS OF THE OTHER ETERNIAN PEOPLES. While humans seem to 
be running most of Eternia, there are dozens, if not hundreds, of other 
species that call Eternia home, each with their own nations, societies, 
magic, technology, and fears. 

THE EVERGREEN FOREST. A lush and boundless forest. 

THE SANDS OF TIME. A sweltering dessert. 



THE ISLES OF DARKSMOKE. These islands play host to a clan of 
fearsome, wise, and powerful dragons. 

THE TAR SWAMP. A stinking swamp where many lost things might be 
found and many fierce creatures make their home. 

THE VINE JUNGLE. A dense jungle of wild creatures and primitive 
peoples. 

THE MYSTIC MOUNTAINS. A massive mountain range that is home to 
wizards, secrets, and wonders of the natural and mystic worlds. 

THE CRYSTAL SEA. One of the largest of Eternia’s oceans and home to 
some truly terrifying sea creatures. 

These are but a sampling of the wondrous places where stories can unfold 
and adventure awaits to be told. 

ARC STRUCTURE 
In order to build an Arc worthy of an episode of He-Man and the Masters 
of the Universe, there is a certain formula that a Narrator would do well to 
consider. 

If you follow the steps below, in order, answering each question as it is 
posed, you should end up with a serviceable Arc.  

1. Select the Master Villain. This book includes Skeletor as the main 
Master Villain (see Evil Warriors), but you can also use a combination 
of any two other Evil Warriors or invent your own Master Villain. It is 
important that your Master Villain has the answer to two questions: 
a. What is their ultimate goal? 
b. How do they get away when they are defeated? 

2. Determine what specific action the Master Villain will be taking to get 
them closer to their ultimate goal. It may help to answer this question: 
a. What is an objective that would get them closer to their goal? 

Skeletor doesn’t try to break down the door to Castle Grayskull 
every week… he has to build up to making his big play by 
making smaller plays in between the big ones. 

3. Break the plan into four scenes by answering these four questions: 
a. How will the heroes find out about this plan? 
b. What surprises (minions or obstacles) do they have in store for 

when the heroes show up (and where is it that the Master Villain 
has to be to make this plan work)?  

c. Which Evil Warriors will be waiting if the heroes get too close to 
stopping the Master Villain? 
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d. Where will the final confrontation be, and how will the Master 
Villain stack the scenario in their favor? 

4. What important moral or lesson can people learn by studying the 
behavior of a character in the story (a villain or a supporting cast 
member)? 

Not every Arc needs to follow this exact pattern, but this is a starting place 
to help new Narrators build compelling, easy-to-run adventures. As you get 
more comfortable with the model, start to bend and break it as you see 
fit! 

One thing to keep in mind is the importance of building in the moral 
throughout the story (no one likes a moral that just appears tacked on at 
the end without relation to the main story). Another important element 
that is not described in the structure questions above is how you will use a 
variety of problems that require physical, mental, and social solutions over 
the course of the Arc. Without that variety, some characters will quickly 
discover they have no reason to be on a particular adventure, and no one 
wants that!  

LAIRS & SETUP 
At the beginning of the game, while players are gathering their dice for 
their Dice Bags, the Narrator has the job of setting up two important 
resources: the Castle Grayskull Dice Bag and the Snake Mountain Dice Bag. 
These two bags are, collectively, called Lairs (simply to reflect that they are 
bigger than a n ordinary Dice Bag). 

CASTLE GRAYSKULL represents the finite amount of magical power in 
the universe, and at the beginning of the first Arc, you should place 
ten White Dice and ten Blue Dice in it. Some spells and other game 
effects can take Blue Dice from Grayskull and add them to other Dice 
Bags during play, while other effects move White Dice to Snake 
Mountain. 

At the end of each Arc, if the forces of Evil were victorious, make a 
note that the next Arc will begin with one fewer Blue Die in the 
Grayskull Lair. When the number of Blue Dice in Grayskull at the 
beginning of an Arc is equal to or lower than the Master Villain’s 
Threshold, the Master Villain can make an attempt to take the Castle 
directly (instead of putzing around with a smaller objective for that 
Arc). Castle Grayskull is restored to a standard 10 Blue Dice at the 



beginning of the Arc immediately after a direct attempt on the castle 
is defeated by the heroes. 

SNAKE MOUNTAIN represents the forces of evil, even when the Master 
Villain of an Arc is not Skeletor or his henchmen. At the beginning of 
the Arc, Snake Mountain’s Dice Bag should contain 10 Red Dice, 4 
Black Dice per player character, and 1 Blue Die. For each player 
character playing a character from the  Empowered Hero Genre, add 
1 additional Blue Die.  

Snake Mountain’s dice always reset to these base levels at the 
beginning of an Arc. Whenever a villain has to draw a Dice Pool, it is 
drawn from Snake Mountain. Whenever a hero is given a Black or a 
Red Die, it comes from Snake Mountain. The Blue Die (or Dice) in 
Snake Mountain are never removed—they serve an important role! 

VILLAINS: MINIONS 
Not every villain gets a name—sometimes, a villain is just a minion. 

These faceless servants of evil, such as robot knights, lesser demons, fire 
elementals, wolfbats, and the like, do not get full write-ups. In fact, they 
usually just exist to mess with the heroes in an early scene of the Arc. 

Minions have three numbers that matter: 

ATTACK. The Dice Pool they use to attack the heroes. This number 
should be between 3 and 5. If their attack is magical, put an asterisk 
after it. If they have a ranged attack, note that in parentheses. When 
rolling these dice, discard any White Dice in the pool (like what heroes 
do with Red Dice). 

THRESHOLD. The number of points of Stun any given minion can take 
before it is knocked out of the fight. This number should be between 
1 and 3. Alternatively, you could describe a whole swarm of minions 
by giving them a higher Threshold (3-6) and letting them have a 
number of attacks equal to their current Threshold minus any Stun they 
have taken. 

DEFENSE. This number, between 1 and 3, represents the minion’s 
Domains for the purposes of Challenging any strange plans the heroes 
come up with that require knowing a minion’s Social Domain or 
anything like that. 
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VILLAINS: OBSTACLES 
Some villains are so powerful or so strange that they are better treated 

as obstacles than as characters that make attacks and such. Other times, 
the problems in a scene are not solved by fighting at all—they could be a 
fire that needs to be put out, a child that needs to be rescued from a 
crumbling tower, a comet racing towards the dam that needs to be 
diverted, or any of a million possible things that can only be resolved by 
heroic Masters of the Universe. 

When designing an obstacle, you are creating a problem designed to 
be dealt with using the Solve Action (or using a Mastery Action as a Solve 
Action). You will choose its Standard Difficulty and choose what 
combination of Domains you think best apply. You can also decide if 
excess strokes should have any effect—they can sometimes be assigned to 
fun narrative effects, if that appeals to you. 

 

 



Adversaries 

Evil Warriors are a level of intensity above a simple minion. This chapter 
will describe the mechanics behind an Evil Warrior’s Bio, the way Evil 
Warriors and Master Villains use Aspects, and provide sample Bios for a 
collection of some of Eternia’s worst fiends. 

EVIL WARRIOR BIOS 
Evil Warriors have five interesting pieces of game information in their 

Bio (as you can see if you look at the Sample Evil Warrior Bios at the end 
of this chapter): 

DICE POOL. The Dice Pool they use to attack the heroes or perform 
any other actions. This number should be between 4 and 8. If their 
attack is magical, put an asterisk after it. If they have a ranged attack, 
note that in parentheses. When rolling these dice, discard any White 
Dice in the pool (like what heroes do with Red Dice). 

THRESHOLD. The number of points of Stun any given Evil Warrior can 
take before it is knocked out of the fight. This number should be 
between 3 and 7. 

DEFENSE. This number, between 2 and 4, represents the Evil Warrior’s 
Domains for the purposes of Challenging any strange plans the heroes 
come up with that require knowing a villain’s Social Domain or 
anything like that. 

EVIL ASPECT. A single Risk Aspect that the Evil Warrior uses every 
chance they get (see below). 

EVIL MASTERY. A Mastery Statement. If an Evil Warrior is doing an 
action related to their Mastery Statement and they pull a Blue Die in 
their Pool, they may immediately pull four more dice from Snake 
Mountain into their Pool and they may use their Risk Aspect. 

EVIL WARRIOR ASPECTS 
Evil Warriors (and Master Villains) can use any of the Risk Aspects that heroes 
can use. To check to see if they meet activation requirements, however, 
they check Red Dice, not Black. An Evil Warrior must have Rhyme Cast to 
use Spellcast Actions and they must have Jury-Rig to use Tinker Actions. 
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Unlike heroes, when a villain uses a Risk Aspect, no new dice are added 
to their Dice Bag. Since Evil Warriors only have one Risk Aspect, they don’t 
have to declare it—they are assumed to always be attempting to use it, 
so long as the action they are taking allows the use of that Aspect. 

MASTER VILLAIN DETAILS 
A Master Villain, such as Skeletor or Count Marzo, has two unique Master 
Aspects in addition to enhanced game characteristic information.  

DICE POOL. The Dice Pool they use to attack the heroes or perform 
any other actions. This number should be between 6 and 10. If their 
attack is magical, put an asterisk after it. If they have a ranged attack, 
note that in parentheses. When rolling these dice, discard any White 
Dice in the pool (like what heroes do with Red Dice). 

THRESHOLD. The number of points of Stun the Master Villain can take 
before it is knocked out of the fight. This number should be between 
5 and 8. 

DEFENSE. This number, between 3 and 5, represents the Master Villain’s 
Domains for the purposes of Challenging any strange plans the heroes 
come up with that require knowing a villain’s Social Domain or 
anything like that. 

EVIL ASPECT. A single Risk Aspect that the Master Villain uses every 
chance they get (see above). 

EVIL MASTERY. A Mastery Statement. If the Master Villain is doing an 
action related to their Mastery Statement and they pull three Red Dice 
in their Pool, they may immediately pull four more dice from Snake 
Mountain into their Pool and they may use their Risk Aspect. 

MASTER ASPECT: TRIUMPH. If the Master Villain performs a Solve Action 
and pulls a Blue Die into their Dice Pool, they may roll against a 
Difficulty equal to the number of heroes that are conscious at that 
moment. Success means the Master Villain accomplishes their 
objective and can count this Arc as a victory, weakening the defenses 
of Castle Grayskull. 

MASTER ASPECT: TRAGEDY. If the Master Villain is about to be defeated 
in combat, or their master plan depends on obstacles in Scene 4 that 
are about to be solved, they may escape, with all of their remaining 



Evil Warriors in tow, by way of magic, technology, pet dragon, 
massive flying battleship any other means that feels appropriate. This 
ends the Arc in a decisive victory for the heroes. 

When building a group of Evil Warriors to act as a Master Villain (such as an 
Evil-Lyn and Tri-Klops team-up to try and take the throne from Skeletor), 
each of the Evil Warriors in the team-up get one of the two Master Villain 
Aspects… that way they have to keep working together to achieve their 
objectives! 

SAMPLE EVIL WARRIOR BIOS 
 
 

Beast Man 
Dice Pool 5 Threshold 7 Defense 2 

Aspect Split Target 
Mastery Savage Henchman of Evil 

 

Mer-Man 
Dice Pool 7 Threshold 5 Defense 2 

Aspect Evasion 
Mastery Evil Ocean Warlord 

 

Evil-Lyn 
Dice Pool 7* (Ranged) Threshold 3 Defense 4 

Aspect Rhyme Casting 
Mastery Evil Warrior Goddess 

 

Faker 
Dice Pool 8 Threshold 4 Defense 2 

Aspect Double-Down (Attack) 
Mastery Evil Robot of Skeletor 

 

Trap Jaw 
Dice Pool 6 (Ranged) Threshold 6 Defense 2 
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Aspect Proficiency 
Mastery Evil & Armed for Combat 

 

Tri-Klops 
Dice Pool 7 Threshold 4 Defense 3 

Aspect Jury-Rig 
Mastery Evil & Sees Everything 

 

Clawful 
Dice Pool 6 Threshold 6 Defense 2 

Aspect Magic Resistance 
Mastery Warrior with the Grip of Evil 

 

Skeletor (Master Villain) 
Dice Pool 9* (Ranged) Threshold 6 Defense 5 

Aspect Grandstand 
Mastery Evil Lord of Destruction 
Master Triumph & 
Villain Tragedy 

 

  



RESOURCES 

The HATMOTURPG project is not without many, many people to thank. The 

following resources were invaluable in the compilation of this game and 

deserve your patronage: 

§ Wikipedia (World information) 

§ he-man.org (The most knowledgeable fan base on the web) 

§ motuportugal.com/motuv (Super helpful vintage character information) 

§ he-man.wikia.com/wiki/He-Man_Wiki (A nice collection of info) 

§ Lulu.com (Printing services) 

§ Dark Horse Comics’ He-Man and She-Ra: A Complete Guide to the Classic 

Animated Adventures by James Eatock (a terrific tangible resource for 

character and episode information) 

§ jlschwennen.wordpress.com (my blog, where this project starts, ends, and 

lives) 

§ Scavenged art in this book comes from screen shots from the FILMATION 

Animated Series and from FILMATION-styled art by Emiliano Santalucia. 

 

Aspiring Narrators may want to check out the following critical resources: 

§ Gamemastering (a terrific manual on how to run RPGs, produced by 

vagrantworkshop.com) 

§ The 1980s He-Man and the Masters of the Universe animated series, 

Seasons 1-2. If you haven’t watched these, your job is very hard. 

§ There are numerous other resources that would be helpful in adapting this 

game to another continuity or era of the MOTU multiverse—too many to 

list here! 
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Name 

 
Genre 

Morals Risk Aspects 

  

  

  

  

  

Domains 
 

Physical 

 

Mental Social Base 
White 

Base 
Black 

Frailty 
(Occurs when only Black is drawn to 

form a Dice Pool) 
Martial 

 

Mystic Expert 
 

 

Mastery Statement 
(Describe your action feature) 

Base 
Blue 

Base 
Red 

Vulnerability 
(Occurs when Red is drawn on a 

Wound Check) 

  

Mastery Aspects Permanent Penalties 

  

  

  

  

  

  
Notes  



APPENDIX 

This appendix contains the directions required to print this book yourself at 
lulu.com, if you so desire. 

1. Go to lulu.com and create an account/sign in 
2. Click CREATE, then PRINT BOOK, then START A PRINT BOOK 
3. Click STANDARD PAPERBACK. For Binding click PERFECT BOUND 

PAPERBACK. For Interior Print click BLACK & WHITE ON WHITE. For 
Product Size click COMIC BOOK. Then click MAKE THIS BOOK. 

4. For Working Title, enter: He-Man and the Masters of the Universe: The 
Role-Playing Game, for Author enter: Jeremiah Schwennen, and 
select MAKE AVAILABLE ONLY TO ME, click SAVE & CONTINUE 

5. Upload this file and create a cover of your choosing (or use the one 
from where you got this file…) by following the rest of the steps in 
Lulu’s easy user interface. 

Please remember: This book CANNOT BE SOLD OR USED 
TO GENERATE PROFIT IN ANY FORM. 

 

VERSION HISTORY 

1.0: Original release of complete rules. 60 pages. 3-13-2018 

A Note on Revisions: If you have suggestions or requests for revision or 

expansion for HATMOTURPG, please send those thoughts to 

nightcandleimaginations@gmail.com or leave comments on the 

HATMOTURPG hosting page at jlschwennen.wordpress.com/writing-

projects/hatmoturpg





 

 

 


